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SaiLPack-ViewerSaiLPack-Viewer

SaiLPack-Viewer - a powerful marketing tool!

� The purpose of SaiLPack-Viewer is to create a unique and major improvement in your 
communication with the customer directly or through your sales network. 

� With the SP-Viewer generator functionality you can create a single file (PPK) which displays the sails and rig 
together in an attractive manner.

� Your customer will be able to view his boat and sails in an active 3D view, from any angle and with multiple 
rendering options (geometry, mould aspect, panelling, full description with finishing details). This presentation 
can be copied or sent by email. 

� The customer only has to download the free PPK reader (the “viewer”) and open the designer’s project.

• The PPK file does not contain any readable information about shape, outline and geometry. In addition you can 
associate a password with this file and allow only your customer to read the PPK file. It will not be possible for your 
competition or a non authorized person to read this file and study in more detail your proposal without the password.

Confidentiality:

� The designer can allow his customer to 
choose the material for each panel.

� To change the panel material, the 
customer only needs to select one of the 
proposed materials and to click on the 
associated panels.

� The customer saves his “work” and sends 
back a material file that the designer will 
reopen to create the sail with the correct 
materials set. 

Material / colour

� This second software (the “viewer”) is 
free for redistribution. You can send it to 
anyone without limitation. All new 
versions will also be free and available 
via our internet site. 

Contact:

Additional Information:

BSG développements
contact@bsgdev.com Ph: +33 546 419 688

Web export

� The SP-Viewer option also includes a 
feature to generate web presentations of 
your project, with logo, comments, rotating 
pictures…


